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Abstract. The academic achievement was investigated comparatively through collaborative learning with individual learning syntax lesson of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. This test involves a test of 20 questions that measure the different levels of knowledge. In this case that after the same training to both groups, students studied individually in the individual group and learned collaboratively in the collaborative group. The results show that, teaching with individual method is effective on learning and leads to increase post-test scores of them. But participatory techniques had more effective compared to individual learning in terms of understanding and comprehension and analysis power. But in terms of remembering, remembering and judgment, participatory method had no difference with individual method.
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1. Introduction

The education is one of the most effective means that training provides it. So, the method of teaching is significant and important. And teachers of our time have great emphasis on teaching methods are based on thought. Because there is evidence that collaborative learning groups achieved higher levels of thinking and keep out information and findings longer than learners who act solo. Learning through cooperation was introduced at the beginning of the last century by John Dewey, and is one of the permanent topics in education. Research shows that this type of learning put responsibility on students and involve them in the learning process. And the foundation of this method is the formation of a learning team. In the past it was believed that only silence and lack of exercise classes, were real learning classes. At the time, the training managers walk in the blackout corridors and waiting to hear the slightest sound, to control their classes. Today, it is recommended that teachers and educators used programs and methods that invite students to express their opinions and participate in learning. The reaction of some to this proposal is that they in fact acted as a group and set down collaborative learning in their classroom. So what is new in-between? In fact, a few teachers and lecturers can provide collaborative learning situations. Because institutions teach students to accept adult roles, and because participation will form a major part of adult life, it is expected that educational institutions, underscored the cooperative activities.

2. The expression of the problem

The role of new education is that it flourished people's talents and abilities and prepared them to participate in society activities. Achieving these goals requires a favorable change in learner’s behavior, due to the rapid changes that occur in sciences, our learners need ways through which learners achieved learning skills so that they can learn sciences better and faster and along with the advancements. There are many ways to learn. Some of these methods is based on the memories and memory. And learners merely to keep the matters provided by the teacher, but some learning methods force person to think. In these ways, not only individuals haven’t passive state, but also learns quite actively, among these methods, it is cooperative learning method that person works in the group and learns in the group. Collaborative learning is not limited to a particular method, but also including a wide range of methods through which classroom was organized and run flexibly and yet efficiently, and each of teacher can use a form of that according to the conditions, situations and his philosophy (Hashemi et al., 2016). But one of the most important lesson materials in any language learning is language rules (syntax) that fluency in it can lead to progress in other lingual skills. For this purpose, studying different teaching methods for scientific upgrade of the students and the possibility of efficiency in processing their scientific information indeed will make significant progress in their position in higher education and the labor market. Since in teaching Arabic language of country, for many reasons, including: low content of textbooks in Arabic language, lack of access learners to language audio tools or appropriate educational networks, failure to allocate sufficient time for specialized lessons in educational planning, lack of awareness of teachers from the importance of modern teaching methods and their impact of it on learning overshadowed Arabic language and literature in the country and created relative weakness in learning the language (Heidari and Hakim, 2015).

It can be said with regard to mentioned issues that in this study, researchers sought to determine the effect amount of cooperative learning in comparing to individual learning (remembering information, understanding, analysis and judgment power. so, this the present research project tries to study academic achievement through collaborative learning with individual learning of syntax lesson of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

3. Research Objectives and hypotheses

The overall goal: of the study is comparison of the effect of cooperative learning with individual learning at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

The research Hypothesis

1. The cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on remembering and remembering scientific information of lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.
2. the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on perception and understanding amount of learned matters of lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

3. the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the strength amount of scientific data analysis of lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

4. the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the syntax clause of scientific judgment of lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

5. the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the learning amount of lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

4. The research History

The following investigative records is brought briefly from two aspects of education and the use of cooperative and individual learning and comparison of two variables of the newest available resources in terms of researching purpose and assumptions. Spheron Azar (2016) studied the effect of Jigsaw classroom to meet the psychological needs of students (need for autonomy, competence and relatedness) that the study findings showed that Jigsaw method has a positive effect on the need for autonomy and competence and communication. Overall, the study findings protected from Self-determination theory and showed that the self-determination protective environments such as teaching Jigsaw method has positive effect on basic psychological needs are met.

Safar Ali Zadeh and adyby (2015) in a conducted study analysis with aim of examining the effect of cooperative learning in interaction with the learning styles (field dependent and field independence) on mathematics academic achievement of first grade female students in Urmia city showed that academic achievement in the experimental group than the control group was significantly higher. The participatory method had a positive effect on on mathematics academic achievement scores with regard to the learning styles, also in conditions that subjects learning style is dependent to field, the participatory method had more effect on the academic achievement amount of subjects.

Hashemi et al. (2015) meanwhile emphasizing on participatory methods stated that including active attended methods of education experts is participatory learning, they with aim of examining the effectiveness of cooperative learning method on the self-regulation and academic motivation of primary school children showed that the cooperative learning of Jigsaw increase significantly self-regulation and academic motivation in students and has a positive effect on the development component of these two variables in the students. Overall, study findings showed that the cooperative learning method of Jigsaw compared to traditional methods of teaching is more effective in the development of self-regulation skills and increase students' academic motivation.

Mohammadi et al. (2015) in conducted study the effectiveness of education with cooperative learning method and individual conceptual map on the motivation and academic achievement of students with quasi-experimental method with pre-test and post-test design of control group showed that teaching with cooperative learning method and individual conceptual map is effective on improving the motivation and academic achievement of students. The application of research findings for teachers is that the role of motivational factors of education through collaborative learning and education with individual conceptual map method should be put under consideration in order to increase motivation and academic achievement.

Mesrabi and Fazy (2015) in a study with combination aim of conducted studies in field of the effectiveness of cooperative learning methods had positive effect on special children's education yields. Ahmadi et al. (2015) in study the effect of cooperative learning on student composition achievement and comparing it with the traditional method in second grade of junior high school in Saveh city, showed that cooperative learning method than the traditional method leads to error reduction (improvement) in the composition of students. Progress composition of male and female students in cooperative learning method was the same.

Khadive, (2009) studied the comparison of participatory teaching method and traditional teaching methods in the development of sciences lesson and the creativity amount of the third grade middle school students and the results have shown that the quality of learning is more favorable in ways that are along with student more activities and their cooperation with each other. In these methods on how to learn and skills of how learning is emphasized more than our facts and knowledge transfer. And the learner achieves a set of skills and attitudes and knowledge through engaging in various learning activities and experiences that he was contributed to the formation and production of them.

Tajrobeh Kar, (2001) conducted a study as "the Impact of individual and collaborative strengths in the collaborative learning on academic achievement in English language lesson of third grade female students in Kerman region 1 of education," that educational progress of students who were involved with cooperative learning method to learning, was more than the students who were involved with individual learning method to learning, in the individual groups, the progress of students who received bonuses was more than students who didn’t receive bonuses in cooperative groups, groups that are engaged in collaborative learning and received reward individually and cooperatively was better than cooperative learning group who acted without reward . No significant difference was seen between the two collaborative groups with individual reward and collaborative groups with cooperative reward.

Canaan, (2000) studied the impact of participatory teaching methods compared with traditional teaching (lectures) on the academic achievement of first high school female and male students in Rasht city that the results showed that the participatory learning more than the traditional learning leads to increase student academic achievement. Also, the participatory learning has the same effect on the academic achievement of male and female students. In addition to some poor ethnic students the benefit equally from cooperative learning. Johnson et al. (1981) analyzed in an overview 122 conducted studies in regarding to the effect of cooperative, competitive and collaborative learning on academic progress. In cooperative learning, in this case that students learned in different groups collaboratively. And in collaborative learning along with competition between groups, means students in different groups paid learning collaboratively. But, the groups compete in reaching goal and receiving reward together. And competitive learning so that students learn individually and competed together to reach the goal and receiving reward. And in individual learning, those without competing with each other learn individually to achieve a certain goal and receiving reward.

5. Methodology

The semi-experimental study method with pretest and posttest design with the control group has been used in this study. In this case that collaborative and individual learning methods were applied as independent variables so that their impact is determined on the amount of remembering, understanding, analysis and practical judgment of the students as the dependent variable. Two Arabic grammar classrooms was used to do this study that number of participants to 50 semester coordinate students were selected with participatory teaching and learning with group partnership and other education by the same lecturer and professor that they participated in one of the specialized classes of the syntax lesson at bachelor course of Arabic literature at the University of Zabol in the 96-95 school year and were studying but in individually learning τ, the people were
selected with available sampling and simple random method as the studied sample. At the end of the period through doing a test of exam with 20 questions such as routine tests, different syntactic knowledge levels were measured. Then, the pre-test results were collected and were analyzed by statistical tests such as t test for independent groups.

6. The data analysis

The analysis of findings in the descriptive statistics section represents that after applying instruction at the level of learning at the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol, a progress was obtained under both educational practices which shows the effectiveness of teaching both ways but the score level in the collaborative group was higher from individual groups.

6.1 The first hypothesis

The cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on remembering and remembering scientific information at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

A. pre-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (1) independent t test results before training between participation groups and individual groups in the "remembering and recalling" score have been brought. Based on the results in the table, before didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of remembering and reminding in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 0.02 and 0.04 and the amount of obtained t (t=0.12) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is smaller from the t value of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two individual and participation groups in the "remembering and recalling score" pre-didactic course in the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

B. post-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (2) independent t test results after training between participation groups and individual groups in the "remembering and recalling" score have been brought. Based on the results in the table, after didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of knowledge in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 3.69 and 3.76 and the amount of obtained t (t=0.27) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is smaller from the t value of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two individual and participation groups in the "remembering and recalling score" after didactic course. As a result, the research hypothesis is rejected and cooperative learning than individual learning at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol hasn’t more effect on remembering and remembering scientific information at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. Of course, with comparing two groups before and after training were observed that both types of training are effective ways because it leads to increase remembering and reminding levels.

6.2 The second hypothesis

The cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on understanding of the learned matters at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

A. Pre-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (3) independent t test results before training between participation groups and individual groups in the " perception and understanding " score of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, before didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of perception and understanding in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 0.09 and 0.06 and the amount of obtained t (t= -0.23) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is smaller from the value t of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two individual and participation groups in the perception and understanding; score "before didactic course in the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

B. post-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the table (4) independent t test results after training between participation groups and individual groups in the “perception and understanding” score of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, after didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of perception and understanding in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 3.45 and 3.02 and the amount of obtained t (t=2.52) in degrees of freedom (48) and confidence level 95%, is larger from the value t of table (t=2.00). So, there is significant difference between the two and individual and participation groups in the “perception and understanding score “after didactic course. As a result, the research hypothesis is rejected. According to obtained the average related to cooperative learning is more than individual learning, it can be said that the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on understanding of the learned matters at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

6.3 The third hypothesis

The cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the amount of ability to analyze scientific information of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

A. Pre-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (5) independent t test results before training between participation groups and individual groups in the "analysis" score of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, before didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of analysis in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 0.9 and 0.8 and the amount of obtained t (t=0.17) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is smaller from the value t of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two and individual and participation groups in the “analysis ability score “before didactic course in the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

B. post-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (6) independent t test results after training between participation groups and individual groups in the "analysis ability” score of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, after didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of analysis ability in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 3.2 and 4.43 and the amount of obtained t (t=6.92) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is larger from the value t of table (t=2.00). So, there is significant difference between the two and individual and participation groups in the “analysis ability score “after didactic course. As a result, the research hypothesis is rejected. According to obtained the average related to cooperative learning is more than individual learning, it can be said that the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the amount of analysis ability of scientific information at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

6.4 The fourth hypothesis

The cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the ability amount of scientific judgment of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

Pre-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (7) independent t test results before training between participation groups and individual groups in the "scientific judgment” score of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, before didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of scientific judgment ability in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 0.04 and 0.07 and the amount of obtained t (t= 0.17) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is smaller from the value t of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two and individual and participation groups in the "scientific judgment ability score “before didactic course in the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

B. post-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the table (8) independent t test results after training between participation groups and individual groups in the "scientific judgment" score of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, after didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of scientific judgment in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 2.44 and 2.81 and the amount of obtained t (t=1.62) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is smaller from the t value of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two individual and participation groups in the "scientific judgment score" after didactic course. As a result, the research hypothesis is rejected and cooperative learning than individual learning at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol hasn’t more effect on amount of scientific judgment ability at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

6.5 The fifth hypothesis
The cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on learning amount of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

A. Pre-training

Table 9: independent t test in the fifth hypothesis before training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (9) independent t test results before participating between participation groups and individual groups in the "learning amount" of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, before didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of the learning amount in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 0.21 and 0.26 and the amount of obtained t (t=0.569) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is smaller from the t value of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two individual and participation groups in the "learning amount" before didactic course in the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

B. Post-training

Table 10: independent t test in the fifth hypothesis after training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>The mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>The degree of freedom</th>
<th>The probability amount</th>
<th>The test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participatory</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table (10) independent t test results after participating between participation groups and individual groups in the "learning amount" of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol have been brought. Based on the results in the table, after didactic course was applied on the students of cooperative group and the average score of the learning amount in the individual group and in the cooperative group was obtained respectively 12.35 and 14.45 and the amount of obtained t (t=2.46) in degrees of freedom 48 and confidence level 95%, is larger from the t value of table (t=2.00). So, there is no significant difference between the two individual and participation groups in the "learning amount" after didactic course. As a result, the research hypothesis is accepted and according to obtained average related to cooperative learning is more than individual learning. It can be said that the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the learning amount of learned matters at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol.

7. Discussion

In this section, the results of this study are presented and are analyzed, the results of this research are:

1. The first hypothesis: according to the first hypothesis, there is no significant difference between the remembering and recalling amount of scientific information in the participation learning method than individual learning method in the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. This result hasn’t inconsistent with the findings of the Taliby research findings of Taliby in 2005 and Mobini in 1998. The results of researches of these researchers have shown that the subjects of participant group compared to two other groups showed a significant increase in recalling in the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. This result with studies results of Slavin (1990) and Stanley and Camp Bell research (1966) approve the findings of this hypothesis. These researchers investigated application effect of cooperative learning strategies versus the traditional method of teaching in the Geological Sciences lesson of high school students with emphasis on knowledge, understanding and application of cognitive domain levels in conducted study on 770 ninth graders, the results showed that the cooperative learning in the low levels of cognitive domain such as knowledge and understanding, and perception, hasn’t superiority than traditional method but in achieving high levels of this field, it is more effective than traditional methods.

2. According to the second hypothesis, the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the perception and understanding amount of the learned matters at lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. The result of this hypothesis has consistent with the researches results of these researchers, such as Robert Slavin 1990, Astosen 1995, Hosseini 2010, and Taliby 2005 and hasn’t consistent with the study results of Stanley and Camp Bell in 1966. As it is noted above, these researchers denoted cooperative learning excellence in knowledge and understanding and perception levels.

3. According to the third hypothesis, the cooperative learning than individual learning has more effect on the analysis ability of scientific information of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. The findings of this hypothesis has consistent with the researches results of Johnson 1981, Setralli 1996, the researches results of these researchers imply on that when students in all three groups (high, medium, low) work together, reach a higher level of reasoning about the course objectives and learning strategies than their counterpart on teaching competitive methods.

4. According to the fourth hypothesis, there is a significant difference between the cooperative learning methods than
individual learning at the judgment levels of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. This result has consistent with researches results of Mobini 1999, Pakize, 1998, Seirafi 1997 and hasn’t consistent with researches results of Stanley and Camp Paul 1966, this researchers in a study that they conducted on 770 ninth grade students, they found that collaborative learning in low levels of cognitive domain is not superior to individual method but in achieving high levels of this area such judgment is more effective then individual method. Researcher in his researches didn’t face with studies that directly examined the effect of collaborative learning on the judgment level. The finding of this study couldn’t find significant difference between the cooperative- individual learning amount at the judgment and knowledge levels of the lesson syntax clause of the Arabic literature students at the University of Zabol. Probably because the level of knowledge is related to information recall and recognition and in entire memory, participation cannot influence more on raising this kind of information and improving memory. It should be said about judgment levels that given that, this level constitutes the highest level of cognitive domain and the time is required to reach this level and it isn’t possible in limited time and on the other hand, because Mike intended test is considered as limitation and it was obtained in Nyjeh, it wasn’t been effect less.


According to the results of research based on the effectiveness of cooperative learning on some educational, emotional, behavioral aspects, perhaps it can be said that the collaborative learning excellence password are the following factors: forming groups, encouraging students to cooperate, social skills training, the use of group goals, individual responsibility and collective rewards. With regard to the proposed issues about the effects of different methods of cooperative learning on different aspects of behavior, emotions, attitudes and students’ academic achievement and considering this fact that many students try greatly to understand and learn their lessons, but they don’t benefit efficiently from their activities , failure learning and competitive system of schools, leads to their frustration and anxiety and in the result , academic downfall matters at lesson syntax clause of the students , therefore, we must seek new methods in education. the cooperative learning method is one of the ways in which, first teacher gives comments on the goals, skills, patterns and new concepts and after it, the students work together in learning groups of 4 to 5 people on determined assignments for them. So, the members of the group evaluated each other to ensure the success of each group member in the individual evaluation. Then amount of learning the skills and training matters and issues and assignments each student individually is tested by the teacher. After summing up scores of members of the group, the group that received higher ratings will be encouraged. In this way, the opportunity is established so that students communicated with each other, and are encouraged to work together to achieve a common goal. As various studies have shown, participation led to accept more attention and trust between members of the group means that the group members in the cooperative position than competitive position give more value to each other.

8. Conclusion

1. According to surveys taken on the first hypothesis recommended so that they classified students in higher education into regular bands, and encouraged them to cooperate, necessary training in social skills, and the use of group goals, individual responsibility should be presented to students and useful rewards are considered to participate more students in group activities.

2. according to surveys taken on the second hypothesis, it is suggested that while teaching philosophy and cooperative learning theory and practices applying them to the teachers, training spaces is created so that the students can learn matters deeply and exactly in small groups. The intelligence of the students is paid attention seriously. And applied different tests of intelligence among students and students are classified according to the level of intelligence and learning and they fostered students with principal and logical actions so that they increase the amount of scientific information reminding and remembering in them.

3. According to surveys taken on the third hypothesis, it is proposed that cooperative learning method is used at all levels of education, even in the case of all lessons, as well as college textbook authors is suggested that according to determined goals and monitoring their cognitive levels and the impact of participatory or individual methods on each of these levels proper methods of learning in lessons guide books were recommending.

4. According to surveys taken on the fourth hypothesis, it is proposed that school officials mean teachers and managers and training teachers tried to promote the culture of participation among students and tried to provide space and context that students are more motivated to lead their group activities because encouraging students to solve problems with the help of classmates leads to increase the power of analysis in students.

5. According to surveys taken on the fifth hypothesis, it is proposed that the teachers use new practices and ways to increase the level of analysis and recognition and judgment power in the students. because individual and team or participation activities alone does not recognition and judgment ability on students, so, teachers and school authorities should try to raise analysis power and their cognitive level than the issues surrounding and educational and scientific issues.
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